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Abstract
Digital platforms that aggregate products and services, such as Google Shopping or Amazon, have emerged as powerful interme-
diaries to brand offerings, challenging traditional product brands that have largely lost direct access to consumers. As a counter-
measure, several long-established brands have built their own flagship platforms to resume control and foster consumer loyalty.
For example, sports brands such as Nike, Adidas, or Asics launched tracking and training platforms that allow for ongoing versatile
interactions among participants beyond product purchase. The authors analyze these emerging platform offerings, whose poten-
tial brands struggle to exploit, and provide guidance for brands that aim to platformize their business. This guidance comprises the
conceptualization of digital platforms as places of consumer crowdsourcing (i.e., consumers drawing value from platform partic-
ipants such as the brand, other consumers, or third-party businesses) and crowdsending (i.e., consumers providing value to plat-
form participants) of products, services, and content along with a well-defined framework that brands can apply to assemble
different types of flagship platforms. Evaluating the consequences of crowdsourcing and crowdsending for consumer–platform
relationships, the authors derive a typology of archetypical relationship states and develop a set of propositions to help
offline-born product brands thrive through platformization.
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Digitization promised established product brands nothing short
of their emancipation from the traditional retailing value chain.
Online channels made cutting out intermediaries and establish-
ing direct consumer access and relationships both simple and
inexpensive (Gielens and Steenkamp 2019), and many brands
willingly embraced this opportunity. However, when new
digital aggregators of products and services emerged—in partic-
ular, online marketplaces and search engines—they rapidly
usurped the interface to consumers, forcing many offline-born
product brands back to second rank. For example, Amazon,
Google Shopping, and JD.com have become important access
points for products from household tools to sports equipment
(which we use as a recurring example), leaving brands such
as Adidas, Nike, or Asics to resume their places as suppliers
to this new group of digital intermediaries.

These intermediaries, which we call “brand aggregation plat-
forms,” differ from conventional retailers by relying on a plat-
form business model, where they provide the infrastructure
and governance to enable commercial transactions between
external suppliers and consumers of branded products while
not offering these products themselves (Boudreau 2017;

Täuscher and Laudien 2018). For example, searching for
Adidas running shoes on Google brings up Google Shopping
pages from numerous retailers as well as Adidas’s own shop.
Google aggregates these offerings while the consumer transacts
directly with the brand or an online retailer. As a result, these
platforms provide value by granting users access to a vast
variety of products and services, enabling them to organize
their consumption around a few powerful interfaces (Reinartz,
Wiegand, and Imschloss 2019).

This reintermediation through brand aggregation platforms
arguably leaves many brands worse off than in the pre–digital
retailing era because these platforms diminish brand differenti-
ation and foster price competition by featuring many similar or
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even identical offerings at different prices from competing sup-
pliers (Gielens and Steenkamp 2019). For example, a search for
sports jerseys on Zalando, a former online apparel retailer
turned brand aggregation platform, provides an exhaustive
overview of products from brand-owned shops and myriad
retailers.

As a countermeasure to this development, some established
product brands have started to venture into the platform business
themselves (Constantinides, Henfridsson, and Parker 2018),
either by extending their operations organically (e.g., Nike Run
Club) or by acquiring existing platforms (e.g., Adidas
Runtastic, Asics Runkeeper). This “platformization” of brands
creates offerings that transcend the specific product brand by
including third-party complementary products, services, and
content to occupy the broader category space and address con-
sumer needs more holistically (Zhu and Furr 2016). For
example, Nike features events, expert guidance, exclusive prod-
ucts, motivational music playlists, and even personal training as
part of its Run Club and Training Club platforms. These emerg-
ing offerings, which we call “brand flagship platforms,”may be a
potent means for product brands to fend off brand aggregation
platforms and establish a direct interface to consumers.

However, brands have a hard time building competitive flag-
ship platforms. While retailers have long embraced platformiza-
tion (e.g., Amazon, Zalando, Douglas) as a natural evolution of
their consumer-focused aggregator approach, product brands
lack cross-product expertise, treat the platform as yet another
sales channel, or fear the inclusion of competitor offerings, to
name just a few impediments. Thus, the platformization of
brands is still in its infancy, though some encouraging examples
have emerged in such markets as athletics (e.g., Nike, Garmin),
do it yourself (DIY; e.g., Bosch), mobility (e.g., BMW and
Daimler), nutrition (e.g., Maggi), or gaming (e.g., Epic). For
example, Bosch’s DIY & Garden allows consumers to register
their tools, engage with a versatile community, and receive
advice for DIY projects. In mobility, BMW and Daimler have
extended their Share Now platform to include ride hailing;
renting scooters, cars, and bikes; and finding parking and charg-
ing spots. And in nutrition, Maggi offers online cooking classes
and events, inspirational content, and recipes that link directly to
supermarkets. In other industries, including business-to-business
industries, brands gradually acknowledge the potential of build-
ing their own digital platforms, but many have difficulty
getting started (Bughin, Catlin, and Dietz 2019; Zhu and Furr
2016).

We address this difficulty by proposing paths for brands to
build brand flagship platforms. To this end, we develop a
novel conceptualization of digital platforms as places of con-
sumer crowdsourcing and crowdsending, which lie at the core
of platformized value creation and which the brand can foster
or restrict to shape platform interactions. Consumer crowd-
sourcing in this context denotes the consumer’s assignment of
a task (e.g., finding the perfect running shoe, learning how to
train for a marathon) to a network of diverse platform partici-
pants (i.e., the brand, other consumers, or third-party busi-
nesses) that supply products, services, and content, allowing

them to draw value from these participants (Howe 2006).
Consumer crowdsending denotes the consumer’s own contribu-
tion of products, services, and content, allowing them to provide
value to these platform participants.

Drawing on this conceptualization, this article provides
brands with a step-by-step guide to venture into platform busi-
ness. First, we put forth five key goals that consumers pursue
when using digital platforms, enhancing the understanding of
why platform offerings are often preferred over retail or brand
offerings. These insights help design flagship platforms that
align consumer and brand goals. Second, we develop a clear
framework that disassembles the platform concept into building
blocks that facilitate consumer crowdsourcing and crowdsend-
ing. Depending on the assemblage of these building blocks, dif-
ferent platform types emerge that may foster or impede the
achievement of consumer and brand goals. Third, we propose
the intensities of consumer crowdsourcing and crowdsending
as typology dimensions that give rise to distinct consumer–plat-
form relationship states. The typology allows brands to evaluate
how their selected assemblage affects consumers’ use of and
attachment to the brand flagship platform. A set of propositions
details the benefits and risks of the emergent relationship states.
Finally, we offer several suggestions to rethink managerial prac-
tices for brands to master the platform transition.

Our analysis liaises with an existing stream of literature on
(digital) platforms and two-sided markets, extending related
work in several directions. Above all, prior studies focus on
businesses that are “born” as platforms or retailers that
expand on their natural aggregation function through platform-
ization. However, how product brands—especially those origi-
nating from a nondigital, nonplatformized marketspace—build
and use their own platform has been neglected. As a notable
exception, Reinartz, Wiegand, and Imschloss (2019) raise the
idea that platformized brands may pose a threat to traditional
retailers in their attempt to reclaim direct consumer access.
Yet they neither flesh out the nature of those brand platforms
nor analyze how brands can successfully transition to that
stage. Furthermore, literature predominantly examines plat-
forms that facilitate commercial exchange. Perren and Kozinets
(2018) develop a typology of peer-to-peer markets, classifying
platforms into discrete types that offer distinct benefits.
However, they do not focus on value creation beyond
buyer–seller transactions, nor does their model accommodate
the possibility that versatile platform assemblages may mix
and match functionalities to offer combined benefits. Finally,
this study is the first to examine the relational consequences
of platformization. While prior work stresses platforms’
ability to lower transaction costs, we show that brands can
use flagship platforms to build intimate, mutually beneficial
relationships based on high levels of self-relevance and affec-
tive commitment.

Brand Flagship Platforms
Research and practice have developed a multifaceted under-
standing of (digital) platforms. However, broad applicability
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of the platform concept and the myriad platform types and
markets that emerged also add complexity, especially for tradi-
tional brands, which were largely founded before the advent of
internet technologies. To develop the concept of brand flagship
platforms, we first briefly define digital platforms in general. We
then introduce brand flagship platforms—a specific type of
digital platform—by highlighting the opportunities they
present to counter and differentiate from brand aggregation
platforms.

Platform Definition
Platforms provide the infrastructure and governance to facilitate
interactions between autonomous agents (Boudreau 2017;
Parker, Van Alstyne, and Choudary 2016; Täuscher and
Laudien 2018). That is, platforms link agents on two or more
market sides that determine the conditions of their interaction
directly (i.e., what to exchange, how to exchange it), maintain-
ing residual control rights over their assets (Hagiu and Wright
2015). If Nike or a designated retailer offers the brand’s mer-
chandise to consumers on Amazon or an online comparison
site, the seller can typically set prices, control the items and
quantities offered, and decide sales promotions and delivery
conditions. Platforms therefore assume a mediator role,
aiming to provide optimal matches between agents on both
market sides often through digital technologies (Perren and
Kozinets 2018).

Platform interactions can range from the commercial selling
of products and services (e.g., Perren and Kozinets 2018;
Rangaswamy et al. 2020) to engaging in forums or social com-
munities (e.g., Schau, Muñiz, and Arnould 2009), to posting
and consuming media content on video platforms (e.g.,
Rangaswamy et al. 2020). Accordingly, examples are abundant,
and these include social media (e.g., Instagram, TikTok),
knowledge exchange forums (e.g., StackOverflow, Quora),
communities (e.g., Reddit, brand communities), video sharing
platforms (e.g., YouTube, Vimeo), advertising platforms (e.g.,
Google AdWords), service platforms (e.g., Uber, Airbnb), hard-
ware–software platforms (e.g., game consoles), and software–
software platforms (e.g., operating systems, app store). The
starting point of this analysis is the digital reintermediation of
established brands by brand aggregation platforms (e.g.,
Amazon, Google Shopping, Booking.com), which emerged as
powerful interfaces to consumers’ product search and purchase
activities. Brand flagship platforms may offer a way out of this
renewed dependence for product brands that aim to reestablish
direct consumer access and foster brand loyalty. We describe
these two types of platforms next.

Brand Flagship Platforms as a Counter to Brand
Aggregation Platforms
Research has developed a detailed understanding of brand
aggregation platforms (e.g., Hagiu and Wright 2015; Parker,
Van Alstyne, and Choudary 2016), on which the interaction

between market sides is, at its core, a commercial exchange
between buyers and sellers of branded products. Brand aggrega-
tion platforms thus serve as intermediaries to discrete transac-
tions that lower search costs and efficiently match customers
with product or service offerings (Iansiti and Levien 2004).
The transactions are discrete in that purchases do not trigger
an ongoing feedback process (other than, for example, dia-
logues on social media) and customers typically return to
enter a new purchase cycle (Siebert et al. 2020). For instance,
a consumer who needs running shoes might compare different
models on JD.com or Wish, purchase on the platform, and
return when they need a new pair or other equipment.

A set of distinct features of brand aggregation platforms (see
Table 1) poses numerous challenges for product brands, of
which we highlight a few. First, their broad, cross-category
scope induces consumers to increasingly start their purchase
journeys on brand aggregation platforms, often searching for
product classes rather than specific brands (Statista 2020).
This development puts the platform brand (e.g., Amazon) in
the center, threatening to degrade product brands to “white-label
back offices” (Atluri, Dietz, and Henke 2017, p. 13). Second,
contributing to this degradation, brands have difficulty differen-
tiating from competitors because aggregation platforms stand-
ardize product presentation, limit the use of branding
elements, and encourage simple comparison on a few key fea-
tures (e.g., price, rating, delivery). Third, product competition
occurs not only between brands (e.g., Adidas vs. Asics) but
also within brands, as different sellers will offer the identical
product at different prices. This aspect represents a strong
benefit for customers, making the platform itself agnostic to
legitimate brand interests (e.g., preventing price erosion and
brand-building efforts) because its primary goal is to provide
optimal matches.

Despite the widespread success of brand aggregation plat-
forms, their focus on facilitating transactions across a broad
product range also makes them vulnerable to competitive
attacks. They typically lack the resources, expertise, reputation,
and infrastructure to individualize customer experiences with
respect to any single category and thus fail to occupy a specific
category space (Reinartz, Wiegand, and Imschloss 2019). By
contrast, product brands can approach value creation through
platformization from a more specialized angle (e.g., Nike’s
Run Club and Training Club platforms are built around
athletics).

Critically, brand flagship platforms, as mediators of versatile
interactions between participants, are destined to become much
more than an own-brand sales channel. They offer vast oppor-
tunities to cocreate value within the brand’s category space
through a plethora of commercial and noncommercial activities
(Ramaswamy and Ozcan 2018). Versatile interactions may
include anything from buying products to providing and con-
suming content (e.g., product reviews, creative videos, educa-
tive podcasts) or services (e.g., participating in brand- or
community-organized events). For example, participants on
Bosch’s DIY & Garden can access and upload home projects,
discuss tools and techniques in forums, receive expert advice,
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participate in DIY challenges, collect points and badges, and
engage in many other activities. The platform thus provides a
rich array of products, services, and content around consumers’
idiosyncratic DIY needs, offering them a potentially superior,
more specialized yet more comprehensive experience than
brand aggregation platforms.

Owing to their versatility, brand flagship platforms may pursue
numerous goals such as increasing brand awareness and loyalty,
offering complementary products and services, or triggering con-
sumer feedback processes. Although the platform may include
direct selling of brand inventory, this need not be its sole or
central purpose. Runtastic started out as a tracking application
and, despite its acquisition by Adidas in 2015, has preserved
and enhanced these features, which remain at the core of the plat-
form’s value proposition. Table 1 summarizes our conceptions of
brand aggregation and brand flagship platforms.

Assembling brand flagship platforms is not trivial, as they
require strategic and operational choices that may substantially
enhance or limit their value to consumers. In both practice and
theory, brand platformization is still evolving, and guidance on
how to approach the transformation is scarce. In response, we

next present a novel conceptual framework to systemize the
assemblage and management of brand flagship platforms.

A Decision–Process–Outcome Framework
of Brand Flagship Platforms
Our framework is rooted in the idea for platforms as communi-
ties that leverage the wisdom and addressability of the crowd—
that is, “an undefined (and generally large) network” of actors
(Kozinets, Hemetsberger, and Schau 2008, p. 346). Brands
can use this framework as a conceptual basis to map the possible
paths to their own flagship platform. We detail the underlying
concepts and their relationships and tie them to brands’ platform
assemblage decisions and consumer relationship outcomes.

Digital Platforms as Places of Crowdsourcing
and Crowdsending
Digital platforms address consumer goals by relegating them to
the open community, or the crowd (Howe 2006; Surowiecki

Table 1. Properties of Brand Aggregation and Brand Flagship Platforms.

Property Brand Aggregation Platform Brand Flagship Platform

Definition Platform-brand-owned digital platform that mediates
discrete transactions between buyers and commercial
sellers of branded products

Product-brand-owned digital platform that mediates
versatile interactions between participants within the
brand-related category space

Key goals and
activities

Facilitating direct selling of products and services Multiple goals and activities; for example, creating brand
awareness, strengthening consumer relationships, building
community, fostering consumer learning, selling products
and services

Commercial
target function

Facilitating transactions; largely agnostic to product branding Directly or indirectly driving brand sales and fostering brand
loyalty

Category scope Broad: cross-category generalist Deep: within-category specialist
Activity scope Narrow: Product-focused aggregator of commercial

offerings with ancillary services
Broad: consumer-focused, versatile, and multisided network
of products, services, and content

Owner • Online-born platform brand
• Platformized retailer

Offline-born product brand

Role of platform
owner

Mediator of commercial transactions Mediator and supplier of products, services, and content

Roles of platform
participants

Largely well defined (buyers and sellers) Loosely defined (participants can assume many different
roles)

Role of product
brand

Competes for limited platform space and addresses similar
consumption needs as competing offerings

Orchestrates value-creating activities on the platform

Competition Encourages within-brand and between-brand competition Aims to avoid within-brand and between-brand competition;
focus on complements

Inventory • Internal: none or comparatively limited
• External: extensive assortment of (competing)

third-party offerings

• Internal: offers own-branded products
• Possibly external: offers complements, possibly direct

competitor products
User experience Standardized (category-agnostic); aims for simple product

comparison
Individualized (category-specific); aims for optimized
consumer category experience

Examples Amazon Marketplace, Google Shopping, Wish, Idealo,
JD.com, Alibaba, Zalando

Nike Training Club, Adidas Runtastic, Asics Runkeeper,
Bosch DIY & Garden

Related research Two-sided markets (e.g., Hagiu and Wright 2015; Reinartz,
Wiegand, and Imschloss 2019; Rochet and Tirole 2003)

Community building and cocreation (e.g., Kozinets,
Hemetsberger, and Schau 2008; Ramaswamy and Ozcan
2018; Siebert et al. 2020)
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2004). Underlying the platform concept is the idea that standing
in a crowd and shouting out why you are there is often more
beneficial than reaching out to agents in this crowd individually
(Afuah and Tucci 2012; Howe 2006). The crowd’s assets and
capabilities collectively exceed those of any subset of agents,
making scarce resources more abundant and increasing the
number of unique offerings (Howe 2008, p. 186). Furthermore,
the search for solutions in crowds become less resource-intensive
because one market side (e.g., the consumer) articulates its goal
to all participants on the other side (e.g., suppliers) simultane-
ously. As a result, drawing from the crowd is likely to increase
effectiveness and efficiency of problem solving (Surowiecki
2004; Von Hippel 1994).

Crowds have been shown to play an important part in new
idea generation and selection (Füller, Matzler, and Hoppe
2008), product development (Allen, Chandrasekaran, and
Basuroy 2018), and solving of micro tasks (Gino and Staats
2012). However, most studies take a managerial perspective,
focusing on firms’ decision to relegate business problems to
consumers (Zhao and Zhu 2014). We extend this notion to
the digital platform context, where the “shouting out” of plat-
form participants’ goals translates to, for example, consumers
browsing through content, using search queries, or sorting and
filtering categories.

We view these activities as forms of consumer crowdsourcing
—that is, consumers’ open assignment of a task to a network of
people or other entities (Zhao and Zhu 2014). On platforms,
task assignment pertains not only to consumers but to all plat-
form participants, including third-party businesses and product
brands, which assume similar positions as contributors to the
whole. Consumers harness the power of this crowd—rather
than individual retailers or brands—whose product, service,
and content offerings are bundled and made digestible
through technology. Notably, it is irrelevant if the consumer
decides to source from one platform participant only (e.g.,
follows one training plan posted by a single person), as this
choice is the outcome of the crowdsourcing activity, akin to
the winner of a crowdsourcing competition. The consumer
selects the offering that suits them best out of all crowd-
supplied offerings, like strolling through the weekly market
to fill their bag.

On digital platforms, recipients can also add to crowd sol-
utions themselves by, for example, rating products; engaging
in discussions; and uploading pictures, videos, or music play-
lists. We term such behavior consumer “crowdsending,”
which we define as consumers’ activity of contributing to
the network through the supply of products, services, or
content. Engaging in crowdsending may, for example,
strengthen consumers’ social identity and status (Jeppesen
and Frederiksen 2006), bestow a sense of purpose and belong-
ing (Spaeth, Von Krogh, and He 2015), and allow them to gain
(monetary) rewards (Kozinets et al. 2010). Akin to crowd-
sourcing, crowdsending on digital platforms supersedes piece-
meal activities by ensuring that the input resonates with a large
and engaged crowd of recipients, who in turn use the crowd
sent material for further value creation, dramatically extending

the scope of these activities compared with a nonplatform
environment.1

From Flagship Platform Assemblage to Consumer–
Platform Relationships
Building on these ideas, we structure our conceptual development
along a decision–process–outcome framework. Assembling
infrastructure and governance mechanisms represent upstream
decisions the brand makes. The resulting platform assemblage,
as the totality of infrastructure and governance mechanisms,
determines which crowdsourcing and -sending activities the plat-
form facilitates and how these activities are designed.

Consumer crowdsourcing and crowdsending represent value-
creating processes that aim to fulfill consumer goals. While
brands may foster or restrict specific processes through their
assemblage decisions (Kozinets, Ferreira, and Chimenti 2021),
they manifest only in the interplay with consumers. That is, a
platform’s capacity to affect (through crowdsourcing) or to be
affected (through crowdsending) needs to be met with the capac-
ity to affect or be affected on the part of the consumer (DeLanda
2016). Accordingly, which platform offerings are exploited
hinges on each consumer’s idiosyncratic engagement with the
platform’s crowdsourcing and -sending capacities, which they
mix and match to create their own solution (Epp and Price
2011). For example, learning how to consistently lose weight
requires the exploration of parts of the flagship platform that
differ from those required when training for a marathon.2

Finally, crowdsourcing and -sending experiences on the brand
flagship platform have important downstream consequences
(outcome) for the development and maintenance of consumer rela-
tionships, which ultimately define the long-term success of the
brand’s platform business. As we show in a subsequent section, dif-
ferent relationship states manifest from consumer crowdsourcing
and -sending, which can range from transaction-oriented, discrete
exchanges to ongoing interactions that lead to a profound embedd-
edness of the platform in consumers’ lives (Belk 1988; Zhu and
Iansiti 2019). Brands need to assess the level of alignment
between the relationship states they seek with their flagship platform
(i.e., their brand goals) and the achieved outcome and dynamically
reassemble platform parts to spur new crowdsourcing and -sending
processes or redirect existing ones. Figure 1 summarizes this
framework.

The following sections tie together the depicted processes of
crowdsourcing and crowdsending with brands’ platform assem-
blage activities (decision), on the one hand, and with the emerging
consumer–platform relationships (outcome), on the other hand.

1 Naturally, not all activities on digital platforms involve the crowd (e.g.,
covertly sharing private data to feed recommendation algorithms). However,
crowd-based activities are key to distinguish platform from pipeline offerings,
thus chiefly contributing to the conceptual uniqueness and novelty of brand flag-
ship platforms.
2 We thus distinguish between assemblages on two levels: the brand’s infra-
structure and governance decisions giving rise to the platform assemblage and
the consumer’s idiosyncratic interactions with the platform in the context of con-
sumer–platform subassemblages (DeLanda 2016; Hoffman and Novak 2018).
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Decision: Consumer Goals and Platform
Building Blocks
We posit that the crowd, that is, the collective of platform par-
ticipants, is particularly good at addressing important consumer
goals, which renders digital platforms a superior alternative to
retailers and direct interaction. The question thus arises as to
when crowdsourcing and -sending activities become particu-
larly rewarding for consumers. We have synthesized prior
research from major marketing journals (see Web Appendix
A) and industry observations to derive five key goals that con-
sumers pursue when sourcing from or sending to the crowd:
commercial exchange, social exchange, self-improvement, epi-
stemic empowerment, and creative empowerment. We put forth
these goals, summarized in Table 2 and explained next, because
they follow directly from the interpretation of platforms as
crowd-based providers of value.

Crowdsourcing may pertain to efficiently finding an offer for
products or services from the network of suppliers (Hagiu and
Wright 2015), but also extends to, for instance, gathering knowl-
edge or inspiration about products, services, or activities.
Likewise, crowdsending may pertain to, for example, the goals
of engaging in social interaction (e.g., Schau, Muñiz, and
Arnould 2009), self-actualization (Smith and Colgate 2007),
or self-expression by providing information or inspiration
(Labrecque et al. 2013). Consumers strive to become active con-
tributors on the platform and are rewarded by the crowd’s engage-
ment with their contributions (Kozinets, Hemetsberger, and Schau
2008). Naturally, consumers may pursue more than one goal with
the same platform (and the same platform feature), and platforms
may serve different goals for different consumers.

Digital platforms cater to these important goals in the form of
five building blocks, depicted on the right-hand side of Table 2.
Importantly, following straight from the consumer-goal

perspective, these building blocks do not map exactly to technical
platform features. For instance, the sharing of a training exercise
could reflect a social desire (engaging with the crowd) but also
serve as guidance, inspiration, or a way of benchmarking for
users. Thus, the same technical implementation may reflect
several building blocks and thus cater to several consumer goals.
We explain each block and corresponding goal in the following.

Commercial Exchange—The Transaction Block
Catering to the goal of commercial exchange with a transaction
block focuses on providing matches between demand and
supply to ensure that consumers find the offering that best
suits their needs within the assortment of products or services
(Hagiu and Wright 2015; Wu, Zhang, and Padmanabhan
2018). Although facilitating commercial exchange is not
unique to digital platforms, the introduction of virtually
endless shelf space coupled with advanced matching algorithms
and rapid scalability on both market sides (buyers and sellers)
through network effects has laid the foundation for platforms
providing superior customer value relative to traditional pipe-
line businesses (Van Alstyne, Parker, and Choudary 2016).
Digital platforms allow for almost frictionless participation,
provide higher price and quality transparency, and allow
buyers and sellers to find the perfect exchange partner easily
and quickly, thereby vastly diminishing transaction costs
(Iansiti and Levien 2004).

For many commercial platforms (including brand aggregation
platforms) the exchange block is at the core of their operations,
with additional infrastructure assuming supporting functions (e.g.,
AmazonMarketplace, eBay, Uber). However, some platforms inte-
grate an exchange block as part of amore balanced approach so that
the commercial-exchange focus does not dominate other platform
benefits and thereby prevent further user growth.

Figure 1. Decision–process–outcome framework for the creation of brand flagship platforms.
Notes: The different shapes/colors indicate whether a topic area relates to decisions, processes, or outcomes. Platform building blocks are a
subset of the decision-related topic areas and consumer-platform relationship states are a subset of the outcome-related topic areas.
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Social Exchange—The Community Block
Social exchange relates to the goal of engaging in interactions
with other platform participants such as consumers, third
parties, or employees. These interactions are often part of an
ongoing and evolving dialogue between participants aimed at
advancing an array of social practices (Schau, Muñiz, and
Arnould 2009). Research on cocreation, brand communities,
and website use shows that these interactions lead to several
social benefits for consumers (e.g., Nambisan and Baron
2009). They create a sense of belonging, identity, and even
friendship (Xie, Bagozzi, and Troye 2008), and consumers
enjoy the status, reputation, and esteem they acquire within a
community of peers as well as their expression of a unique self-
image, giving them a sense of self-efficacy (Holbrook 1999;
Nambisan and Baron 2009).

Consumers may achieve these goals on the platform through
a variety of means, such as by sharing experiences and personal
beliefs (Marder et al. 2016). Depending on which features are
part of the platform assemblage and how well they are inte-
grated, broadly positioned brand flagship platforms are able to
cater to social exchange goals much better than individual
brand communities, which are limited by their commercial
and brand focus, relatively small group of active participants,
and lack of diversity.

Self-Improvement—The Benchmarking Block
Consumers have the fundamental urge to live up to their full
potential, “the desire to become more and more what one is,
to become everything that one is capable of becoming”
(Maslow 1943, p. 383). Prior literature has incorporated individ-
ual aspects of self-improvement in terms of acquiring excel-
lence (Holbrook 1999). We extend this concept to include
self-respect and accomplishment (Holbrook 1999; Xie,

Bagozzi, and Troye 2008). These aspects underlie the quantifi-
cation and competition trends that many digital platforms
address, especially in the contexts of fitness, health, nutrition,
and sports (Ruckenstein and Pantzar 2017). We posit two
points of reference that are most relevant for the consumer in
terms of benchmarking and drawing motivation to self-improve
(Kelly 2016; Wolf 2010): the platform crowd and the consum-
er’s own past performance. This development is fueled by the
widespread use of connected devices such as mobile phones
and wearables that can track and quantify consumers’ activities,
workouts, sleep quality, heart rate, and more (James, Deane, and
Wallace 2019). Digital platforms often combine self-tracking
and measurement technology with crowd-based motivational
features and gamified experiences such as user rankings,
virtual badges, and opportunities to share accomplishments
(Labrecque et al. 2013).

Epistemic Empowerment—The Guidance Block
Consumer empowerment is defined as “the strengthening of
consumers’ abilities, rights, or authority to consume or other-
wise fulfil their objectives as a marketplace actor” (Kozinets,
Ferreira, and Chimenti 2021, p. 7). Digital platforms support
epistemic consumer empowerment through information on
the products and services they offer—but also do more.
Some platforms focus on participants’ exchange of informa-
tion, as in the case of Skillshare, where thousands of teachers
can upload educational videos, or Komoot, where participants
can record hiking or biking routes and recommend them to
others. Other platforms build a strong guidance block around
their main commercial operations by allowing participants to
share instructional videos, blog posts, or structured product
feedback and evaluation (Kozinets, Ferreira, and Chimenti
2021).

Table 2. Key Consumer Goals and Platform Building Blocks.

Consumer Platform

Nature of
the Consumer

Goal
Definition of the
Consumer Goal

Literature
Example

Building
Block Related Features

Literature
Example

Commercial
exchange

Finding the best- matching
offering or exchange
partner

Perren and
Kozinets (2018)

Transaction
block

Product/service
marketplace, complaint
handling

Hagiu and Wright
(2015)

Social exchange Engaging in social
interaction

Schau, Muñiz, and
Arnould (2009)

Community
block

Community forums, social
sharing

Ramaswamy and
Ozcan (2016)

Self-improvement Competing and
comparing to live up
to one’s full potential

Ramaswamy and
Ozcan (2018)

Benchmarking
block

Tracking, measurement,
benchmarking

Labrecque et al.
(2013)

Epistemic
empowerment

Spreading and gaining
knowledge to make
informed decisions

Kozinets, Ferreira,
and Chimenti
(2021)

Guidance block Peer-to-peer route
planning, “how-to” videos,
customer feedback

Kozinets, Ferreira,
and Chimenti
(2021)

Creative
empowerment

Inspiring or being inspired
by something new or
curious

Albuquerque et al.
(2012)

Inspiration
block

Decoration videos, tools for
exploration and
experimentation

Füller, Matzler, and
Hoppe (2008)
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Guidance blocks are typically standardized, tailored to a spe-
cific purpose, one-directional, and aim to provide clear and
concise results compared with the more open and socially ori-
ented community block. Owing to the quantity and diversity
of content available through crowd-based guidance blocks, epi-
stemic empowerment of participants on all market sides easily
supersedes what retailers or single brands can offer.

Creative Empowerment—The Inspiration Block
With creative empowerment, we denote satisfying consumers’
curiosity and longing for new experiences (Sheth, Newman,
and Gross 1991; Sweeney and Soutar 2001). Whereas epistemic
empowerment refers to objective and functional knowledge such
as that for comparing product alternatives for purchase, creative
empowerment refers to knowledge and stimulation that inspires
consumers (Böttger et al. 2017). Consumers can use digital plat-
forms to gain or provide elements of creative empowerment by
consuming or creating content (including entertaining content)
and products. Platforms such as Pinterest and Wattpad leverage
the crowd to provide a richer set of ideas for consumers
seeking inspiration and a large and engaged group of potential
recipients for consumers sharing their ideas. Nike’s Run Club
platform induces consumers to inspire and be inspired by the
crowd through music playlists or workout videos that they can
add for others to use in their own routine.

Assembling the Building Blocks
The five building blocks can be (re)assembled to represent different
types of platforms observable in the market (Figure 2). Thinking
about the heterogeneous platform landscape as different assem-
blages of these building blocks presents a powerful tool for
brands in their creation of their own flagship platforms because it
helps them select the optimal assemblage to achieve specific
brand goals. We suggest that the existence and the relative scope
of each building block jointly determine which platform type
emerges. For example, an emphasis on the transaction block
tends to produce marketplaces that cater primarily to the goal of
commercial exchange. A strong benchmarking block yields track-
ing and coaching platforms that cater primarily to the goal of self-
improvement. Other platforms combine blocks to fulfill several
consumer goals at the same time and allow each consumer to
pursue their own goal choosing a specific consumer–platform sub-
assemblage (DeLanda 2016; Hoffman and Novak 2018). For
instance, Nike’s Run Club offers tracking and ranking features to
support self-improvement and sharing features to socially engage
with other participants. While the consumer’s idiosyncratic crowd-
sourcing and -sending activities yield individual subassemblages,
the brand sets the general frame through its assemblage of building
blocks.

Our conceptualization of digital platforms as places of con-
sumer crowdsourcing and crowdsending and corresponding

Figure 2. Using the building blocks to assemble different platform types.
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assemblages of building blocks moves the focus of analysis from
the platform architecture, which most prior studies address, to the
consumer goals that platforms aim to fulfill. It also reduces the
complexity and ambivalence of the platform concept reflected
in prior literature. This view implies that digital platforms are rev-
olutionary not only because of their ability to scale quickly and
leverage network effects (Rochet and Tirole 2003) but also
because of their versatility and integration ability: they create
greater value for consumers by allowing them to draw from
and provide to the crowd using assemblages of building blocks
that facilitate idiosyncratic goal pursuit. This recent development
is important for brands because it allows them to counter the
intermediation through brand aggregation platforms by evading
direct competition on their home turf and instead establish a
direct interface with consumers, developing relationships that
go beyond discrete transactions. Next, we discuss what these rela-
tionships look like and how crowdsourcing and -sending activi-
ties affect their emergence.

Outcome: Consumer–Platform Relationships
The relationships that emerge on flagship platforms reflect focal
outcomes of brands’ platformization efforts because they deter-
mine how brands can leverage their platforms strategically. By
“relationship,” we denote the possible states that consumers may
enter in their interactions with brand flagship platforms and that
vary in terms of their self-relevance, commitment, and durability
(e.g., Fournier 1998). As consumers interact with platform partic-
ipants through crowdsourcing and -sending activities, the nature of
these interactions shapes the relationship states that emerge
(Hudson et al. 2016).

The following subsections develop this effect in two steps. In
the first step, we establish the general link between the con-
sumer processes of crowdsourcing and -sending, on the one
hand, and the consumer–platform relationship, on the other.
To this end, we argue that the nature of interactions on brand
flagship platforms varies by the intensity of consumer crowd-
sourcing and -sending, and that this intensity increases as con-
sumers use the platform to pursue higher-level goals. We then
show that this intensity in turn affects consumer–platform rela-
tionships on a spectrum from discrete, exchange-based transac-
tions to versatile, ongoing interactions. More intense
crowdsourcing and crowdsending move the needle toward the
versatile end of the spectrum, that is, increasingly profound rela-
tionships that culminate in a deep embeddedness of the platform
in consumers’ lives (Belk 1988; Zhu and Iansiti 2019).

In the second step, we detail this general link by separating
out crowdsourcing and crowdsending intensities to constitute
key dimensions of a typology of archetypical relationship
states. This step allows us to enter a more fine-grained discus-
sion of consumer–platform relationships that helps brands
analyze specific outcomes of their platform assemblage
efforts. We first describe the typology and then develop propo-
sitions that clarify which relationship state brands should foster
on their flagship platform to realize particular brand goals, as
well as which risks are involved.

Consumer Crowdsourcing and -Sending Intensities as
Relationship Determinants
Consumers’ crowdsourcing and -sending activities onbrandflag-
ship platforms can vary greatly in terms of their intensity—that is,
how extensive and/or intimate they are (Altman andTaylor 1973;
Granovetter 1973). Drawing from prior literature, we refer
to extensiveness as the frequency, duration, and variety of activ-
ities, whereas intimacy in crowdsourcing (crowdsending)
denotes how sensitive or personal the consumed (disclosed)
information is or the degree to which participants are influenced
by (influence) other platform participants with respect to their
attitudes and behaviors (Altman and Taylor 1973; Aral and
Walker 2014). Intensity is therefore a continuous dimension of
crowdsourcing and -sending that increases with growing exten-
siveness and intimacy. For example, rating a running shoe consti-
tutes lower-intensity crowdsending than writing a review, which
in turn reflects a lower crowdsending intensity than sharing a
series of videos that explain different running postures.

When does intense consumer crowdsourcing and crowd-
sending occur on brand flagship platforms? Brands provide
the infrastructure that enables consumers to engage in crowd-
sourcing and -sending through the platform’s assemblage of
building blocks and governance mechanisms. However,
intense interactions only occur if consumers are also motivated
to draw from and contribute to the crowd. As a key factor of this
motivation, we put forth whether and how comprehensively the
platform addresses consumers’ higher-level goals and thus
allows the platform to transcend discrete, product-centric trans-
actions, as we explain next.

According to means-end theory, consumer goals are hierar-
chically organized (Huffman, Ratneshwar, and Mick 2003;
Pieters, Baumgartner, and Allen 1995). On the highest level,
consumers formulate abstract goals that describe why they
perform certain actions in the pursuit of their personal values
and ideal self-identity, such as following a healthy and active
lifestyle (Pieters, Baumgartner, and Allen 1995). Midlevel
goals constitute projects with concrete targets such as being
able to run ten kilometers in under 50 minutes (Pieters,
Baumgartner, and Allen 1995). On the lowest level, consumers
define actions and behaviors that allow them to achieve their
superordinate goals, including purchase decisions such as
buying a particular pair of running shoes (Belk 1988; Pieters,
Baumgartner, and Allen 1995).

Brand flagship platforms that address higher-level goals
should be more central to consumers’ sense of self (Aron
et al. 1991; Belk 1988) and thus increase the platform’s self-
relevance—that is, the alignment of the platform with consum-
ers’ self-concept and self-image (Bhattacharya and Sen 2003).
As self-relevance grows, consumers’ satisfaction, trust, and
commitment tend to increase (Johnson, Matear, and Thomson
2011) along with their willingness to engage in more intense
interactions. A platform with an exchange-based, product-
centric focus serves lower-level goals (Huffman, Ratneshwar,
and Mick 2003), implying low self-relevance. In contrast, flag-
ship platforms with a higher-level goal focus should achieve
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greater self-relevance to consumers and motivate them to
engage in more intense crowdsourcing and -sending.

Bardhi and Eckhardt’s (2012) findings on the car-sharing pro-
vider Zipcar show how fostering intense crowdsourcing and
-sending may fail when higher-level consumer goals are not
addressed. Zipcar tried to create more intense interactions by
introducing a community block to the platform. However, the
platform lacked self-relevance, as consumers used the platform
mainly for utilitarian motives. Thus, they remained highly
focused on the lower-level consumption-related goals, did not
engage in intense crowdsourcing or -sending, and even actively
rejected the community features. By contrast, Adidas Runtastic
and Nike Run Club explicitly and consistently address higher-level,
self-relevant consumer goals pertaining to self-improvement and
an active lifestyle, which foster intimate crowdsourcing (e.g., fol-
lowing advice) as well as crowdsending (e.g., contributing to the
community) activities.

P1: Brand flagship platforms that address higher-level rather
than lower-level consumer goals (a) are more self-relevant to
consumers and, therefore, achieve (b) higher crowdsourcing
and (c) higher crowdsending intensities.

By motivating consumers to engage in intense crowdsourcing
and -sending, a platform’s locus of value creation shifts from
ephemeral value-in-exchange toward ongoing value-in-use
(Ramaswamy and Ozcan 2018; Vargo and Lusch 2004).
Accordingly, product-centric exchanges evolve to project-
centric interactions, as consumers use the platform to pursuedis-
crete (e.g., running a marathon, remodeling one’s garden) or
even continuous projects based on their higher-level goals
(e.g., living an active and healthy life, living in a comfortable
and safe home). These projects are inherently long-term, involv-
ingmultiple consumer crowdsourcing and -sending activities on
different levels. The platform thus offers a crowd-based,
integrated solution that goes far beyond selling products or serv-
ices (Epp and Price 2011; Tuli, Kohli, and Bharadwaj 2007).

To illustrate, brand aggregation platforms typically revolve
around discrete transactions, including buying and rating prod-
ucts, or answering product-related questions. These activities
may occur repeatedly but remain superficial and short-lived,
lacking intimacy and extensiveness. Platforms such as Google
Shopping provide outstanding transactional value, but crowd-
sourcing and -sending beyond that are limited and often dis-
couraged or even prevented (Broekhuizen et al. 2021). In
contrast, a brand flagship platform like Adidas Runtastic sup-
ports extensive and intimate crowdsourcing and -sending.
Consumers upload self-created content, publicize their perfor-
mance, or follow workout routines from peers. As the value-
creation process is inherently interactional, greater intensity in
these activities leads to greater and perpetuated value for con-
sumers (Ramaswamy and Ozcan 2018).3

The extensiveness and intimacy of intense crowdsourcing
and -sending and the interdependence that follows from the
joint, project-centric value creation elevate consumer–plat-
form relationships from being ephemeral and exchange-
focused to becoming more committed and durable (Fournier
1998; Payne, Storbacka, and Frow 2008). As a result, brand
flagship platforms can transcend the traditional customer
journey stages and achieve an increasingly deep embedded-
ness in consumers’ lives (Belk 1988; Zhu and Iansiti 2019)
with increasing intensities of crowdsourcing and
crowdsending.

P2: Brand flagship platforms that support more intense rather
than less intense crowdsourcing and crowdsending foster
consumer relationships that are (a) less exchange-focused,
(b) more committed, and (c) more durable.

A Typology of Relationship States on Brand Flagship
Platforms
The general assertion that crowdsourcing and crowdsending
intensities are directly related to relationship outcomes can
be further detailed by separating out the activities and examin-
ing their distinct effects on consumer–platform relationships.
Accordingly, we propose consumer crowdsourcing and
-sending intensities as the two core dimensions that determine
the emergence of archetypal relationship states on brand flag-
ship platforms (Figure 3). We briefly describe these states and
illustrate their differences using our athletics example before
discussing their implications for product brands as platform
owners.

The ad hoc relationship. When consumer crowdsourcing and
-sending intensities are low, value creation is typically
transaction- or product-centric, addressing consumers’ lower-
level goals. Value creation may occur through purchase-related
activities (e.g., commercial exchange, product reviews) or func-
tional extensions to the core product (e.g., “smart” features such
as reporting the wear on a running shoe). Importantly, the crowd
is not uninvolved in the platform’s value creation, as consumers
may still crowdsource from and crowdsend to the platform by,
for example, consulting or providing product ratings or
responding to product-related questions (Banerjee, Dellarocas,
and Zervas 2021). However, these activities remain superficial
because they lack extensiveness and intimacy. As a result, self-
relevance is low, and the emerging relationship is ephemeral
and exchange-focused. This outcome is not necessarily nega-
tive, because consumers do not always seek highly committed
relationships but value instrumentality in low self-relevance
consumption contexts (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017).

The capitalizing relationship. When consumer crowdsourcing
intensity is high but crowdsending intensity is low, the con-
sumer primarily capitalizes unidirectionally on value pro-
vided by the brand flagship platform while not being highly

3 Sharing intimate data may also constitute intense crowdsending if it is directed
at the crowd and creates value for it (e.g., uploading performance data as part of
a leaderboard or competition on athletics platforms).
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engaged in the creation of value themselves. For example, the
consumer may follow a workout routine or extend their
knowledge base by watching instructional coaching videos.
But as crowdsending intensity is low, the consumer does
not share their progress with the crowd or engage in commu-
nity discussions. Intense crowdsourcing implies that the plat-
form addresses self-relevant higher-level consumer goals,
creating a willingness to integrate the platform assemblage
into their own self (Aron et al. 1991). The platform
becomes part of the consumer and their identity, endowing
them with new capacities that result in self-expansion expe-
riences (Hoffman and Novak 2018). However, as consumer
crowdsending intensity is low, the platform misses out on
the input that “lurking” consumers fail to provide, neither
creating value for the consumer by actively contributing to
the crowd, nor being able to collect data from these crowd-
sending activities to further improve crowdsourcing opportu-
nities down the line (Schlosser 2005).

The catalyzing relationship. When consumer crowdsourcing
intensity is low but crowdsending intensity high, the brand flag-
ship platform catalyzes consumers’ value creation, providing a
canvas on which they can express and affirm their self (Arnould

and Thompson 2005; Toma and Hancock 2013). For example,
consumers may share and annotate their favorite running routes
or design sportswear.4 This intense crowdsending implies that
the platform addresses self-relevant higher-level goals and
leads to self-extension experiences (Belk 1988) as the consumer
integrates part of their self into the platform (Hoffman and
Novak 2018). As a result, the platform assemblage gains new
capacities from the participant. Thus, in contrast to the relation-
ship states with low crowdsending intensity, consumers are
more deeply integrated into the value cocreation process
(Ramaswamy and Ozcan 2016).

Nonetheless, value creation in these relationships is innately
truncated. The consumer self-extends into the platform while
their self remains stuck in the status quo, owing to a lack of self-
expansion. Thus, the consumer does not gain new capacities
such as skills or knowledge which limits the relationship to
what the consumer is instead of what they could be.

Figure 3. Consumer–platform relationships and brand outcomes.

4 Intense crowdsending in the form of sharing intimate data (e.g., as part of the
benchmarking block) is less common in this relationship state, as consumers
receive little in return because of low crowdsourcing intensity (Martin and
Murphy 2017).
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The nurturing partnership. When consumers engage in intense
crowdsourcing and crowdsending, a nurturing partnership
between consumer and platform emerges. Contrary to other rela-
tionship states, value creation is virtually unrestricted, as both
parties can grow mutually. When the consumer extends their
self into the platform (crowdsending), the platform’s capacities
expand, allowing it to provide value throughwhich the consumer
self-expands (crowdsourcing). For example, while the consumer
engages in crowdsourcing by following a series of video tutorials
and live events, they may also engage in crowdsending by con-
tributing to discussions, sharing their training diary, and creating
workout playlists. These activities may create consumer value as
others engage with the consumer’s input by upvoting their
content, cheering them on, or inviting them to challenges.
Furthermore, the input can also spawn new opportunities for
crowdsourcing, for example by others offering advice on the
consumer’s newly acquired skills or the platform improving
and personalizing their crowdsourcing experience, reaching
ever higher levels of value drawn from the crowd. With these
ongoing interactions, the platform and consumer can keep nur-
turing each other’s capacities through the interplay of extending
into and being expanded by the respective other. Mutual value
creation and codependence in a nurturing partnership occur to
perpetuate the relationship and its intense interactions (Martin
and Murphy 2017), bearing the potential for the platform to
become a close companion on the consumer’s path toward
their higher-level goals.

Aligning Consumer–Platform Relationships with Brand
Goals
Brands can use the depicted typology to assemble and dynam-
ically revise their flagship platform to foster the desired relation-
ship state with consumers. Which relationship state is desirable
depends on the goal(s) a brand pursues, as not every state lends
itself well to each brand goal (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012). Thus,
brands need to identify and prioritize their goals and select
building blocks and governance mechanisms accordingly. We
first present brands’ main goals when venturing into platform
business and subsequently discuss suitable relationship states
to achieve specific goals, as well as the pitfalls that may arise.

Combining insights from academic literature, the business
press, and a practitioner workshop (see Web Appendix B), we
identified five primary goals that brands pursue when creating
their own flagship platform. First, brands expect the platform
to support sales of their core offering, either by selling on the
platform directly as an additional distribution channel or by
indirectly generating leads through recommendations and ads.
This activity may also include after-sales services and customer
care. Second, brands may aim to extend their core offering by
sourcing functional enhancements through the platform, such
as connected software applications or inspiration for alternative
or improved product use. Third, brands aim to extend their core
offering through complementary products and services, typi-
cally reaching into adjacent product categories. To stick with

our sports example, a brand that sells running equipment
might use the platform to offer sports nutrition, personal coach-
ing, active travel booking, and a sports events ticketing service
with the help of third-party suppliers. Fourth, brands aim to
increase brand equity and deepen consumer relationships
through frequent interactions and ways to nudge engagement
behavior (e.g., by facilitating social interaction or cocreation
activities). For example, a platform may allow runners to co-
design their own sports gear, thereby increasing engagement
with the core offering and the brand (Prahalad and
Ramaswamy 2004). Fifth, brand flagship platforms promise
access to vast amounts of data that brands can use to better
understand consumers and competitors as well as complement
providers.

In ad hoc relationships, the transaction block often is core to
interactions. If other building blocks exist, they either serve the
exchange (e.g., community features for product-related ques-
tions) or are limited to functional product enhancements (e.g.,
after-sales service, tracking features). Means for intense crowd-
sourcing or -sending are usually not provided, yielding an
instrumental consumption experience with low self-relevance
for consumers and a focus on utilitarian benefits rather than inti-
mate relationships (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012). As interactions
are limited, brand flagship platforms can employ a restrictive
governance style in which the brand retains control over inter-
actions (Broekhuizen et al. 2021).

Despite its lack of self-relevance, the platform can still
achieve high consumer loyalty if consumers seek instrumental
consumption experiences and the platform provides substantial
utilitarian benefits (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012; Johnson, Matear,
and Thomson 2011), for example, through efficiency gains from
a broad range of offerings or high matchmaking quality (Iansiti
and Levien 2004; Perren and Kozinets 2018). This loyalty built
on utilitarian benefits such as convenience or cost savings con-
stitutes what we term “cold loyalty.” If a flagship platform fails
to deliver on these utilitarian benefits or if a competitor delivers
greater utilitarian benefits, consumers are likely to abandon the
ad hoc relationship quickly.

P3: If the brand’s main objective is to support its core offer-
ing (through direct selling and functional enhancements), it
is optimal to foster ad hoc relationships on the brand flagship
platform.

P4: Lower consumer crowdsourcing and crowdsending
intensities on the brand flagship platform (a) foster instru-
mental consumption experiences and, therefore, (b) increase
the risk of consumers switching to platforms that offer supe-
rior utilitarian benefits.

In capitalizing relationships, platforms offer opportunities for
intense crowdsourcing under higher-level consumer goals.
These goals spur concrete needs that the platform may
address to increase self-relevance and foster intense crowd-
sourcing. On an athletics platform, for example, the higher-level
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goal of an active and healthy lifestyle may create needs for
adhering to a training schedule, learning about nutrition, or par-
ticipating in sports events. The more comprehensively a plat-
form covers the many needs associated with a higher-level
goal—that is, the further it expands into the broader category
space—the more self-relevant the platform can become and
the more intensely consumers can engage in crowdsourcing.
Thus, capitalizing relationships allow—and usually require—
brands to extend their core operations into a variety of adjacent
fields connected to higher-level goals.

The low degree of consumer crowdsending intensity implies
that consumers are not deeply involved in the value creation
such that value is usually provided by the brand itself or by
third parties. In addition, it allows for a stricter governance
style through which brands can retain control over the value-
creation process and, by extension, monetization and customer
satisfaction (Broekhuizen et al. 2021). Typically, the guidance
block is most pronounced as consumers focus on expanding
their selves rather than engaging with others. Discrete interac-
tions in capitalizing relationships thus become part of a longer
journey to self-expansion, during which the consumer builds
knowledge and skills. The result is a “warm loyalty” that goes
far beyond rational motives and that features a high level of self-
relevance, affective commitment, and attachment (Johnson,
Matear, and Thomson 2011).

Despite consumers’ strong attachment, this relationship state
faces risks of destabilization (DeLanda 2016). On the one hand,
as the platform extends further into a category space supported
through third-party complementors, the brand risks being
diluted as its positioning is stretched across the category space
and it vies with third parties for consumers’ attention
(Swaminathan et al. 2020). On the other hand, consumers
may disengage from the platform if it lacks alignment with
their higher-level goals (Novak and Hoffman 2019). This
response may result from the lack of intense crowdsending,
which challenges the brand’s ability to evaluate the alignment.
As consumers are not deeply involved in the value creation,
they cannot steer the platform toward their own higher-level
goals.

P5: If the brand’s main objective is an extension of its offer-
ing into the broader category space, it is optimal to foster
capitalizing relationships on the brand flagship platform.

P6: Higher consumer crowdsourcing intensity on the brand
flagship platform increases the risk of brand dilution.

P7: Lower consumer crowdsending intensity on the brand
flagship platform increases the risk of misalignment with
consumer goals.

In catalyzing relationships, consumers engage in intense crowd-
sending through which they self-extend into the platform and
cocreate its value. The platform thus becomes a canvas that con-
sumers can project their selves and higher-level goals onto. It

enables this activity through its assemblage of building
blocks, typically by providing pronounced community and
inspiration blocks, and a relaxed governance style. The resulting
cocreation experiences are associated with a variety of psycho-
logical benefits that increase involvement, attachment, and
engagement of consumers, fostering another form of “warm
loyalty” (Brodie et al. 2011).

Given the low degree of consumer crowdsourcing, interac-
tions typically center on the brand’s core products or a few
key platform functionalities. Thus, the brand focus is stronger
in these relationships, decreasing the risk of brand dilution com-
pared with states with high crowdsourcing intensity.
Accordingly, brands can leverage catalyzing relationships to
increase consumers’ engagement with the brand’s core prod-
ucts. Relationship states with high crowdsending intensity
also allow brands to gather intelligence from the information
shared and value provided by consumers, such as for product
development (Hoyer et al. 2010).

While intense crowdsending requires a relaxed governance
style that enables consumers’ creative empowerment (Perren and
Kozinets 2018), a catalyzing relationship may degrade when con-
sumers exploit these conditions (Novak and Hoffman 2019). For
example, consumers may hijack the platform by taking it in a direc-
tion that is not aligned with the product brand’s values, such as
by engaging in antibrand behavior (e.g., Parmentier and Fischer
2015) or hostile behavior against others (e.g., stalking, bullying).
Accordingly, product brands may be tempted to inhibit the expres-
sive capacities granted to consumers. However, this reaction may
cause the platform to become unresponsive to consumers’ intense
crowdsending (Novak and Hoffman 2019), thereby reverting to an
ad hoc relationship.

Because the low crowdsourcing intensity increases con-
sumers’ focus on the brand and its core offerings, the potential
to expand into the broader category space, as in capitalizing
relationships, is limited. This limitation bears the risk that con-
sumers feel constrained by the brand corset, and the platform
may attract (only) product and brand enthusiasts rather than a
more diverse crowd. Take Lego Ideas as an example, which
allows consumers to create and share own designs, but
which is firmly tied to the core product of Lego bricks and
its buyers. Thus, an open and inspiring interest community
may revert to a more specialized (brand) community
(Gruner, Homburg, and Lukas 2014). This issue may further
aggravate as in-group members tend to seclude from out-
group members (Thompson, Kim, and Smith 2016), which
could result in the latter leaving the platform or refraining
from joining it in the first place. The focus on the brand’s
core offering and its existing customers may also render the
platform less attractive for third-party businesses and reduce
positive network effects (Parker and Van Alstyne 2018).
The platform crowd may thus become smaller and less
diverse.

P8: If the brand’s main objective is to strengthen engagement
with its core offering, it is optimal to foster catalyzing rela-
tionships on the brand flagship platform.
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P9: Higher consumer crowdsending intensity on the brand
flagship platform increases the risk of platform hijacking.
P10: Lower consumer crowdsourcing intensity increases the
risk of attracting a (a) smaller and (b) less diverse crowd.

In nurturing partnerships, platforms enable high-intensity
crowdsourcing and -sending by assembling a variety of building
blocks and by extending value creation into the category space
spurred by consumers’ higher-level goals, thereby fostering
self-relevance. The resulting combination of simultaneous self-
expansions and self-extension experiences has profound impli-
cations for the relationship. The platform becomes an integral
part in the consumer’s identity project by being not only a
resource to be used (Arnould and Thompson 2005) but also
an actual partner cocreating the consumer’s self just as much
as the consumer cocreates the platform offering. In this way,
brands may achieve what was beyond their reach in traditional
nonplatformized business models: a profound embeddedness in
consumers’ identity and lives (Arnould and Thompson 2005;
Belk 1988).

Take a user of an athletics platform who is spurred by the
higher-level goal of living a healthy and active life. By follow-
ing a chosen training schedule and participating in weekly
challenges (crowdsourcing), their self expands, and they
increasingly identify as an active and healthy person. By
sharing their performance and achievements, forming a
running group, and giving recommendations to others (crowd-
sending), the user then also proclaims and exerts their new,
expanded self. This means that by extending their expanded
self into the platform, the consumer is affirming and reinforcing
it (Toma and Hancock 2013). Therefore, self-expansion com-
bined with self-extension is likely to be more profound and
lasting than self-expansion alone. As the platform becomes
part of the consumer and vice versa, the relationship can
achieve a new level of intimacy, attachment, and perpetuation
of value (co)creation, leading to what we term “hot loyalty.”
Thus, brands can harness nurturing partnerships to build con-
sumer relationships that are highly self-relevant, committed,
and durable and that benefit multiple downstream brand goals
relating to the extension of the offering, sales, engagement,
and intelligence.

However, nurturing partnerships also combine the risks of
high-intensity crowdsourcing and -sending in terms of brand
dilution and platform hijacking. In addition, highly self-
relevant relationships have been shown to elicit strong
adverse consumer reactions when a critical incident occurs,
even provoking antibrand behavior such as spreading negative
word of mouth (Johnson, Matear, and Thomson 2011). Thus, if
goals in nurturing partnerships should become misaligned or
perceptions of exploitation emerge, consumers’ “hot loyalty”
may boil over, causing a sudden and lasting dissolution of
the relationship.

Nurturing partnerships also tend to be demanding and costly
to maintain because brands need to manage third-party busi-
nesses as well as high-intensity consumer crowdsourcing and
-sending. Their interactions may create new challenges such

as complementors defecting with consumers (Zhou et al.
2021), and consequently, the value captured from the plat-
form—monetary or otherwise—may be insufficient to justify
its continuation. A case in point is Under Armour, which
recently discontinued parts of its brand flagship platform
Connected Fitness to focus on a more concentrated set of func-
tionalities (Under Armour 2020).

P11: If a product brand’s main objective is to establish con-
sumer relationships that are highly (a) self-relevant, (b) com-
mitted, and (c) durable, it is optimal to foster nurturing
partnerships on the brand flagship platform.
P12: Higher consumer crowdsourcing and crowdsending
intensities on the brand flagship platform increase the risk
of (a) conflicts causing a lasting relationship dissolution
and (b) the incurrence of high operational costs.

Our discussion of relationship states clarifies that although it
may seem intuitively desirable for brands to reap the full bene-
fits of intense consumer crowdsourcing and -sending activities,
aiming for nurturing partnerships poses specific risks and
requires high conviction to overturn the traditional product-
centric business model. This strategy is not ideal for all
brands, and not every product category is suitable to elicit
intense crowdsourcing and -sending. We discuss these aspects
next and propose directions of necessary managerial rethinking
for brands aiming to create their own flagship platform.

Implications and Research Agenda
Theoretical Implications
Brand flagship platforms are flexible vessels that harness the
latest evolutions in platform-based business models. Drawing
on our analysis of these platforms, we offer three sets of exten-
sions to conceptual thinking. First, we extend the notion of
sourcing from consumer crowds, as prevalent in the crowd-
sourcing and community literature streams (Hemetsberger
2012; Kozinets, Hemetsberger, and Schau 2008), to a platform
context, where consumers crowdsource value from a pool of
offerings supplied by other consumers, third-party businesses,
and the platform owner. We integrate this notion, with its flip-
side of crowdsending, to an overarching theory of consumer
value creation in platform-based business models.

Second, our approach spans the boundaries between differ-
ent types of digital platforms discussed in literature and observ-
able in the marketplace. Our assemblage model generalizes
across diverse platforms such as exchange markets or online
communities and accommodates a wide range of consumer ben-
efits derived from platform offerings. In extension to the typol-
ogy developed in Perren and Kozinets (2018), which classifies
exchange markets into discrete types (forums, matchmakers,
enabler, and hubs), the assemblage model suggests that brand
flagship platforms may unify several or even all these types
under one roof, while also integrating other, noncommercial
interactions. Our conceptualization thereby also expands the
usage of assemblage theory to study consumption and market
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phenomena (e.g., Price and Epp 2015) by applying it to the
context of digital platforms.

Third, we introduce a relational perspective to the theory of
platform intermediation. Prior research emphasizes transaction
cost advantages and efficiency gains of digital platforms
based on network effects (Katz and Shapiro 1985). Our analysis
reveals that this rational view, which culminates in relationships
of “cold loyalty” and the pursuit of immediate consumption
goals, paints an incomplete picture. Consumer–platform rela-
tionships may evolve toward ongoing and versatile interactions
that target consumers’ higher-level goals and elicit self-
expansion and self-extension experiences. While product
brands are in a good position to build these kinds of relation-
ships, the mechanisms carved out in this article generally also
hold for other platform owners across myriad industries.

Managerial Implications
The platformization of the digital space has put substantial pres-
sure on traditional product brands as competition intensifies and
the role of the brand diminishes (Gielens and Steenkamp 2019).
However, our analysis shows that the poison can also be the
antidote: product brands can carefully assemble their own flag-
ship platforms to loosen aggregation platforms’ grip and reclaim
direct consumer access—that is, if decision makers successfully
rethink long-established viewpoints and behaviors, which we
discuss next.

Rethinking markets: From products to category spaces. With brand
flagship platforms, product brands can expand beyond their core
offering and into the broader category space. Operating a flag-
ship platform, especially with ample consumer crowdsourcing
opportunities, will thus shift brands’ locus of value creation
from selling (somewhat standardized) merchandise to offering
a virtually endless variety of project solutions that consumers
can mix and match to integrate in their discrete or ongoing
goal pursuit.

Three steps are important to manage this shift: First, brands
must decide on the ground they want to cover. While consumers
define the boundaries of the category space, brands fix how far
and how fast they want to move away from their home turf.
Following literature on brand extensions and resource-based
advantage, we suggest that brands address those higher-level
goals that fit their positioning and resource configuration. A
conservative approach would be to advance in concentric
circles by gradually expanding the brand’s core offering (e.g.,
an athletics brand may initially provide guided runs instead of
leaping into nutrition). This approach would also give the
brand time to build the required infrastructure and additional
capabilities, while bearing the risk of competitors occupying
larger parts of the category space more quickly through
bolder expansion strategies.

Second, brands need to decide which brand goal(s) to pursue
and align their platform assemblage accordingly. Not any goal
can be achieved with any combination of building blocks, and
forcing brand goals on a specific assemblage will likely have

dire consequences. For example, aggressive selling on plat-
forms with a strong benchmarking block forces the source of
value for consumers to reduce or even collapse. Furthermore,
if brands do not consider how each building block creates
crowd-based value, their goal attainment on the platform is
inhibited, and consumers may look for alternatives. For
example, to achieve a strong brand presence, product brands
may be inclined to stack building blocks closely around their
core business. In this regard, turning a versatile platform com-
munity into a narrow brand community could be just as detri-
mental as curating inspirational content to ban competitors.
Such excessive control would limit the platform’s ability to
expand into the broader category space.

Third, the brand needs to decide what parts of the offering it
intends to “make,” “buy” (from third-party businesses), or
“earn” (from consumers). While own production is the default
for product brands, occupying entire category spaces implies
that offerings will increasingly lie outside of their core business.
To expand effectively and efficiently, managers must integrate
third-party businesses and stimulate supply from consumers.
Again, brands should not be afraid to give up (some) control,
as creating large parts of the offering in-house is costly and
leads the crowdsourcing and -sending concepts ad absurdum.

Rethinking measurement: From brand performance to interaction
quality. Just as focus needs to shift away from the core offering,
key performance indicators (KPIs) need to evolve beyond
product sales. Instead, the value created and appropriated
through crowdsourcing and -sending should be measured holis-
tically, with a broader system of KPIs. This system should
capture at least five facets of value: (1) value to the brand
from its products, (2) value to the brand from intermediation,
(3) value to third parties, (4) value to consumers from crowd-
sourcing activities, and (5) value to consumers from crowdsend-
ing activities.

Brand flagship platforms are unique in that they are built
around a product-based business core and owned by a
brand that ultimately aims to strengthen this core (Zhu and
Furr 2016). Thus, a suitable measurement system would
augment rather than replace traditional product KPIs such as
sales and market share. Additional indicators that reflect
value to the brand from intermediation may comprise direct
earnings from operating the platform (commissions, subscrip-
tion fees, ad revenues) and extend to engagement metrics
such as feedback and word-of-mouth activities by third-party
businesses and consumers. Brand managers could also learn
from Netflix or YouTube, which largely focus on time
spent with their services as a key success measure
(Sherman 2019). Finally, brands should integrate measures
of interaction quality through short, automated surveys, recip-
rocal feedback systems (such as those used by Airbnb or
Uber), and tracking of interactions such as the rate of comple-
tion of content or service consumption (e.g., training session
dropout).

To measure value to third parties and consumers, individual-
level or segment indicators can inform effective lifetime
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management. Brands need to track, for example, customer
growth; new product, service, and content listings by third-party
businesses; consumer usage and ratings of platform offerings;
and platform access frequency and recency. One idea to struc-
ture all these measurement activities would be to classify
them into platform building blocks such that brands can better
identify white spots in their offering.

With the expansion of the brand’s role, optimization objec-
tives expand as well. Brands need to steer away from their
sales maximization logic and toward keeping all platform partic-
ipants happy (Van Alstyne, Parker, and Choudary 2016).
Accordingly, managers may have to balance conflicting interests
between different value objectives (e.g., Do I integrate an open
feedback system to increase crowdsending intensity or would
that counter my core brand objectives?). This stretch is uniquely
difficult for traditional brands owing to the double burden of
being offline born and having to entertain a profitable product
business “on the side.” Our relationship typology can point man-
agers in the right direction, but brands need to be aware that they
cannot have their cake and eat it too: brand flagship platforms are
doomed to fail if immediate value to the core products always
trumps all other measures.

Rethinking resources: From manufacturing to orchestrating.
Contrary to common wisdom, brands aiming to build their
own flagship platform need to commit to substantial invest-
ments and organizational restructuring. Manufacturing brands
must, for example, develop market research expertise to elicit
consumers’ higher-level goals, set up a partner management
to integrate third-party solutions, and develop user experience
and engagement skills. Contrary to pure players, brands must
juggle both industrial production and digital intermediation,
which require different skillsets and infrastructure.

This latter point pertains also to resources that leverage the
exciting dynamics for which flagship platforms provide an
ideal playground. Owing to the shift from sequential purchase
journeys (characterized by so-called “loyalty loops” that
describe a predictable cyclical purchase pattern) to an ever-
evolving and highly individual platform experience, brands
have the unique chance to establish so-called “involvement
spirals” (Siebert et al. 2020, p. 45). Perpetuating consumer
crowdsourcing and/or crowdsending activities can create unpre-
dictable experiences at every interaction and thereby motivate
“increasing experiential involvement over time” (Siebert et al.
2020, p. 46). To this end, brand managers who are used to

Figure 4. Managerial novelty and current relevance of topic areas (manager survey).
Notes: The different shapes/colors indicate whether a topic area relates to decisions, processes, or outcomes. Platform building blocks are a
subset of the decision-related topic areas and consumer-platform relationship states are a subset of the outcome-related topic areas.
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sequential product life cycles will need to provide the resources,
staff power, and organizational setup to adopt an agile approach.

Despite these challenges, product brands possess numerous
existing assets and capabilities that level the seemingly
skewed playing field. Contrary to pure platform players,
brands can often rely on an engaged customer base, strong
industry ties, expertise in their category, and an assortment of
fresh and enticing products to offer. Managers ought to capital-
ize on these resources, for example, by using their brand power
and partnerships to negotiate exclusive supply deals, to jump-
start crowdsourcing and -sending, and to propel strong
network effects (Van Alstyne, Parker, and Choudary 2016).
While brand aggregation platforms may be unsurmountable in
their ability to realize efficiency gains, their Achilles’ heel is
the lack of tailored consumer experiences and credible expertise
within a specific category space. And this is exactly where brand
flagship platforms excel.

Avenues for Future Research
To derive future research avenues in the emerging field of brand
platformization, we build on open issues that arise from our the-
orizing and classify these using a survey of 72 marketing man-
agers in the consumer goods industry. We asked participants to
evaluate important topic areas relating to key platform deci-
sions, processes, and outcomes. Managers rated each area in
terms of its novelty and current relevance for the success of
their brand (for details, see Web Appendix C). We then
mapped their answers onto a two-by-two matrix (Figure 4).

In niche areas, researchers must identify specific market con-
ditions under which topics are important and interesting to craft
a contribution. Evergreens promise profound impact, as they
represent lasting conundrums that practice and research have
not or not sufficiently tackled thus far. In emerging areas,
research opportunities are plenty, and although results may
not be of immediate practical relevance, they can shape future
business practices that put brands at the forefront of innovation.
New key challenges promise researchers strong and immediate
impact due to their high degree of novelty and managerial rele-
vance. We add this classification to our extensive research
agenda presented in Table 3. Next, we highlight a few key chal-
lenges and emerging areas that may inspire future inquiries,
structured along our decision–process–outcome framework.

Decision-related avenues. How to assemble elements of con-
sumer inspiration garners strong managerial interest but is
only sparsely researched (Böttger et al. 2017). Further studies
could examine different types (e.g., integrated narratives vs.
open sequences, professional vs. improvised), sources (e.g.,
consumers, designers, product brands), and presentation
modes (e.g., music, picture, video, text) of inspiring content
and study how to optimally integrate these in the platform
assemblage. Research might also expand our conceptualization
of building blocks by exploring whether and how the weaving
together of building blocks gives rise to positive or negative
interactions. For example, creating a strong inspiration block

alone may elicit less intense crowdsourcing and -sending than
if paired with community features that allow for collaborative
idea development. Lastly, managers view the role of branding
on flagship platforms as a key challenge to address. Important
questions that arise are whether the joint creation of consumer
experience on flagship platforms diminishes brands’ importance
and dilutes their image, and whether the shift away from
product-centricity could harm traditional manufacturing
brands in particular. However, increasing crowdsourcing and
-sending intensities could also reinforce brands’ importance,
as they may become the connective tissue that embodies and
communicates the platform’s higher-level goal. These perspec-
tives complement the work by Swaminathan et al. (2020), who
argue that the importance of brands in access-based, instrumen-
tal consumption contexts—characteristic of the ad hoc relation-
ships we describe—may diminish. Research could examine
these issues, using relationship states as relevant moderators
to branding outcomes.

Process-related avenues. With platformization being uncharted
territory for most brands, several issues emerge that concern
the governance of flagship platforms. For example, how fast
and to what degree should the platform open up to consumers
and third-party businesses? And how does the optimal degree
of openness vary by building block? Governance issues may
also pertain to the individual subassemblages that emerge on
the platform. That is, while our discussion focused on con-
sumer–platform interactions, it would be fruitful to explore
the individual subassemblages emerging from consumer–sup-
plier interactions and their consequences for the platform. For
example, consumers may build close relationships with third
parties that may even culminate in defection from the platform
(Zhou et al. 2021). Thus, future research should explore how
brands can monitor consumer–supplier relationships and
deploy governance mechanisms that prevent such exploitative
behaviors. Researchers should also consider the moderating
role of relationship states, as exploitative behaviors may be
more common in the ad hoc consumer–platform relationships
studied by Zhou et al. (2021) but less likely in intimate con-
sumer–platform relationships. Future studies might also
extend our conceptualization beyond the individual consumer
to collectives such as families and groups of friends as relevant
actors on the platform (Price and Epp 2015). Increasing
embeddedness in consumers’ lives makes the platform more
likely to affect their immediate social environment, raising the
question of how interactions and interventions may affect
such collectives rather than individuals.

Fostering consumer interactions reflects a key challenge that
researchers can explore on different levels. For one, it would be
important to garner insights about coherent incentive systems,
for example, based on gamification approaches, to spur con-
sumer crowdsourcing and -sending. Gamified mechanisms
may prove especially useful for intimate relationship states in
which monetary incentives are ineffective or even detrimental
as consumers tend to apply less exchange-focused norms
(Aggarwal 2004). In addition, gamified mechanisms can
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Table 3. Research Agenda.

Topic Area Research Questions Classification

Decision-Related
Individual building
blocks

• How can brands incorporate different types, sources, and presentation modes
of inspirational content? How should brands elicit and leverage consumer
inspiration? And to what degree does inspirational content foster more intense
crowdsending?

• How can brands mitigate possible negative platform experiences when
consumers are not progressing or even regressing as part of self-tracking
through the benchmarking block?

• How can brands provide guidance on the platform while mitigating the risk of
harmful outcomes (e.g., eating disorders from meal recommendations, injuries
from a mismatched workout plan)?

• How can consumers be steered from a brand community to an interest
community?

Emerging area, new key
challenge, evergreen

Assembling building
blocks

• How do building blocks interact with each other? How can products, services,
and content be made searchable and engaging so that building blocks become
better connected and provide networked value?

• How do existing brand associations and attitudes affect the optimal assemblage
of building blocks?

• Which building blocks are required to elicit a specific relationship state and
which are optional?

New key challenge

Third-party integration • How do insights from brand extensions, cobranding, and coopetition transfer
to value-creation extensions through third-party integration?

• Which parts of the value creation should brands “make” versus “buy”?
• Which circumstances (e.g., brand strength, market concentration) promote

opening up to competitors?
• How much competition between suppliers, and between suppliers and the

brand, is optimal?
• How to identify suitable third-party partners? Should brands enter exclusive

contracts only? And how can the brand ensure that brand values and standards
are reflected by third parties?

Niche area

Consumer integration • How relevant is the size and makeup of the existing customer base for brands
that platformize?

• Which parts of the value creation should brands “make” versus “earn”?
• How can brands acquire new consumers beyond its existing customer base?
• Which consumer characteristics determine their willingness to engage in intense

crowdsending? How can these consumers be identified and targeted?
• How does compensation of consumer-created value affect the platform and its

consumer relationships?

Emerging area

Branding • Does the joint creation of consumer experiences on flagship platforms diminish
brands’ importance and dilute their image? And does the shift away from
product-centricity harm especially traditional manufacturing brands? Is this
development moderated by the intensity of crowdsourcing and -sending
increasing the relevance of the brand in high intensity contexts?

• How does our knowledge from brand extensions and cobranding transfer to
platformized brands? Specifically, how is brand positioning in this context being
impacted?

• In which direction and how far can brands expand into a category space without
harming their reputation? And how can brands mitigate this through careful
platform rebranding?

• How prominently should the brand be featured in interactions with consumers,
among consumers, and between consumers and third parties?

New key challenge

Process-Related
Consumer governance • How much empowerment versus restriction is optimal under which

relationship state? How does this vary by building block?
• Which individual consumer–supplier relationships occur as part of the platforms

subassemblages? How do they affect the platform at large?
• How do brand flagship platforms affect collectives (e.g., families) rather than

individual consumers? Should the platform account for collectives in their

Emerging area

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

Topic Area Research Questions Classification

value-creation process? Should they focus on providing solutions for individuals
or collectives?

• How open does the platform need to be to engage consumers but not hurt its
own brand goals?

Third-party governance • How much openness versus restriction is optimal under which relationship
state? How does this vary by building block?

• How should platforms be shielded against “hostile takeovers” or third parties
acquiring new customers through the platform and then defecting with them?
Is the threat of hostile takeovers less pronounced in more intimate consumer–
platform relationships?

• How should the platform brand mitigate adverse effects through service failures
by third-party brands?

Emerging area

Fostering consumer
interactions

• How can game design inform the creation of mechanisms to foster interactions?
How effective are gamified mechanisms in fostering consumer interactions
depending on the relationship state?

• How can consumers be transformed from passive crowdsourcers to active
crowdsenders? Which crowdsending activities are more and less rewarding for
consumers? Are there consumer segments motivated by distinct factors that
increase their engagement in crowdsending?

• Which boundaries should the platform obey to avoid feelings of intrusiveness or
exploitation?

• What detrimental consequences could fostering consumer crowdsourcing and
-sending activities have on consumer behavior and well-being?

New key challenge

Outcome-Related
Individual relationship
states

• Which brands specifically are able to evolve to providing nurturing partnerships?
And how far can brands venture into the broader category space before they are
stretched too thin?

• How far can a platform advance the relationship before consumers respond with
reactance? How to identify consumers that are receptive to a nurturing
partnership? And which consumer characteristics predict this receptiveness?

• How can brands intervene to elicit the desired relationship state? Which brand
factors (e.g., brand strength, positioning) influence which relationship state(s)
manifest?

• Can brands develop a market to evolve instrumental ad hoc relationships
toward relational states?

Emerging area, evergreen,
niche area

Relational outcome
measurement

• How can we measure relational outcomes and the role of the platform
in consumers’ goal pursuit?

• How do we need to extend existing brand attitude scales?
• How can we use behavioral big data to infer consumers’ goal pursuit and

relationship state?
• How can brands measure and attribute customer engagement value?

Evergreen

Monetization • How can platforms monetize relationships without scaring off consumers?
• How does monetization affect relationships with consumers?
• When should brands employ subscription models over pay per use?
• What is the monetary value of the data and insights generated through the

platform?
• How do consumer privacy rules play out? How should privacy be balanced with

monetization goals? How does this vary by relationship state?

Evergreen

Business model
transformation

• Does the conceptualization extend to born-digital brands? Are they born with a
platform mindset or do they revert to a pipeline approach?

• Which brand, company, and market characteristics determine a successful brand
platformization?

• Which brands should platformize, and to what degree? And which brands should
assume a platform complementor role?

• How to transform: with a “big bang” or gradually over time? And what are
contingency factors?

Evergreen
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create unpredictable experiences that dynamically adapt to con-
sumers’ evolving skill levels and keep them engaged over
extended periods of time (Siebert et al. 2020), making them
well suited for more intimate relationship states. Thus, future
research could analyze the effectiveness of gamified mecha-
nisms conditional on relationship states. The optimal degree
of brand intermediation of these efforts also warrants further
investigation.

Outcome-related avenues. The emerging interest in catalyzing
relationships and nurturing partnerships suggests that
platform thinking in terms of “buying” and “earning” products,
services, and content is still new to most managers.
Accordingly, many important questions have yet to be
answered. For example, which kinds of brands will be able to
create nurturing partnerships, and how far can brands venture
into the broader category space before they are stretched too
thin? And in turn, up to which point do consumers allow
brand flagship platforms to conquer their daily lives and cocre-
ate their identities before responding with reactance to regain
sovereignty? Such reactance is one of many (de)stabilizing pro-
cesses that may cause relationship states to change over time.
While we describe some of these processes, scholars could
analyze in detail which specific interventions can transform a
relationship into an (un)desired state.

Finally, although our discussion focuses on offline-born
product brands, future businesses will be born into a digital
world. Research should explore how our conceptualization
extends to these brands and whether they internalize platfor-
mized thinking, seek their salvation in the role of platform com-
plementors, or even revert to the more traditional linear
approach. Because the digital platformization of industries is
here to stay, brands will be required to take a stance.
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